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Account Settings and Controls
Administrators control users’ settings and can easily configure privileges for the entire
organisation. Administrators’ controls include:
[[

[[

[[

[[

Configuration of policies for password
strength, session duration and expiration
dates for file access.

[[

Restrict login from a particular IP address.

[[

Permissions management for view,
secure download, print, download original
and editing.

Dual protection against account theft
using temporary invitation links and
passphrases.

[[

Ability to convert most formats to secure
PDF format.

Fence view feature for preventing camerabased attacks.

[[

Dynamic watermarks feature to prevent
documents distibution.

[[

Print Screen button restriction.

2-step verification for users and
administrators – requires a password and
SMS token.

Strong Data Encryption
iDealsTM uses state-of-the-art technology and industry best practices for data encryption
during transit to and from the iDealsTM cloud, as well as while stored within it.
[[

File transfer is encrypted using 256-bit
SSL/TLS protocol using RSA 2048-bit
keys

[[

Content of downloaded protected
documents is encrypted with 256-bit AES

[[

Data at rest stored in our data centers is
encrypted with 256-bit AES

[[

No data is stored on the client side while
viewing secure documents.

Single Sign-on
iDealsTM seamlessly integrates all products into one single sign-on solution.
[[
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No need to remember all your
passwords and project names.

[[

Single authentication for all projects.
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Network Protection
The iDealsTM network is constantly monitored and undergoes frequent penetration
assessments to ensure data protection; multiple Internet backbone connections provide
routing redundancy and high-performance connectivity.
[[

Servers reside behind enterprise firewalls
that selectively grant access to network
resources.

[[

External penetration testing ensures
system security and validation.

[[

Production systems are patched and
updated on a regular and required basis.

Secure Development
We support and follow international practices in developing our secure code. Application
security is regularly assessed by independent experts to confirm a high level of reliability.
[[

Software development methods and processes are regularly updated to comply with
the latest international practices such as Microsoft Secure Development Lifecycle and
OWASP

[[

All application changes undergo both automated and manual testing including full
functional testing in a QA environment and full performance testing in a staging
environment before full deployment to production.

[[

Quality Assurance Team also deploys developments to half of the production system and
performs full regression testing before full production deployment is carried out.

Comprehensive Reporting
iDealsTM provides reporting capabilities and comprehensive audit trails for nearly every
action or activity that occurs within a VDR. Admins can track all actions with documents.
[[
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Generate detailed reports and sort by
group, date or date range, file or user.

[[

All actions with files are logged including
view, secure download, print and
download original.
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Encryption key management
All files uploaded for storage in an iDealsTM Virtual Data Room are encrypted with AES
256. The encryption and decryption keys are stored in a secure container (key vault)
which has a KEK (key encryption key). The key vault and KEK are stored separately from
the encrypted data.
Keys are transferred between the key vault and SSL use applications. Access to a key
vault and its KEK can be granted to authorized applications only.
Strong access control, auditing and logging of key data prevents and records
unauthorized access attempts.

Antivirus protection
iDealsTM complex antivirus system, comprising antivirus software of five leading
vendors, ensures that no viruses are embedded into files uploaded to our platform. Our
complex antivirus system detects and quarantines any infected file being uploaded, and
immediately notifies iDealsTM and the data room administrator. Infected files cannot be
downloaded from the data room.

Your Privacy is our core value.
We care about the privacy of our customers. iDealsTM takes every security measures to
make sure confidential information stays safe.
[[

Data
exchange

ISO 27001 compliant.
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Staff actions are logged
and continuously
monitored.

[[

Security training courses
are held on a regular
basic.

User contacts
web page via SSL
encrypted web
connection

User is authenticated in the system
by using a login/
password and OTP
token

The system presents a list to the
user containing only
those documents
the user`s access
rights allow

The user clicks on
a document name
to request viewing
the document

The user’s
browser opens
iDealsTM Viewer
and requests the
encrypted PDF
document from the
server, document
starts downloading to the user’s
computer

The iDealsTM Viewer sends user’s
token to the server
once it receives
the first part of the
encrypted PDF
document

The system
receives the token,
verifies if it is valid,
unused, and was
originally issued
to the same user.
The system sends
a decryption key to
the user

iDealsTM Viewer
decrypts the document’s content,
puts a dynamic
watermark on it
and displays it with
layout controls
prohibiting any
content extraction
operations

mechanism

The system checks
that the document requested
is allowed by the
user’s security
profile

[[
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Your Privacy is our core value.
We care about the privacy of our customers. iDealsTM takes every security measures to
make sure confidential information stays safe.
[[

ISO 27001 compliant.

[[

Employee’s actions are logged and
continuously monitored.

[[

Security training courses are held on a
regular basis.

Data Center Security and Availability
iDealsTM uses multiple data centers to host clients data, providing essential redundancy.
All data centers employ physical security, strict access policies and secure vaults and
cages.
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[[

iDealsTM data centers are SOC2 compliant
and ISO 27001 certified, include biometric
entry authentication systems, 24/7 armed
guards and surveillance.

[[

Proximity sensors track all movement
between areas.

[[

Tier 3 (2N) redundancy for all components
of essential systems, guaranteeing
99.95% uptime.

[[

Uninterruptible power and backup
systems, plus fire/flood prevention at
storage sites.

[[

Real-time file backup through encrypted
VPN tunnels
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